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Introduction 
 
 In Maine, juvenile appeals are governed by the Maine Juvenile Code and the 
Maine Rules of Appellate Procedure.  The Juvenile Code broadly dictates the types 
of rulings that a juvenile may appeal, and the Appellate Rules set out the details of 
how the appeal must proceed in the Law Court. 
 The Juvenile Code divides appealable rulings into five categories: 
adjudications, dispositions, detention orders, orders of deferred disposition, and 
bind-over orders.1 An adjudication is appealable to the Law Court by right, as long 
as the appeal is taken after an order of disposition.2  An order of disposition or any 
subsequent order modifying the disposition is appealable to the Law Court by 
right, and reviewed for an abuse of discretion.3  A detention order or an order 
modifying detention is appealable to the Law Court by right.4  A bind-over order 
may be reviewed only by the Law Court pursuant to an appeal of a judgment of 
conviction following the bind-over.5  Generally, a juvenile may not attack the 
legality of a deferred disposition; however, a juvenile who has been determined by 
a court to have inexcusably failed to comply with a court-imposed deferment 
requirement and thereafter has had imposed a dispositional alternative, may seek 
                                                 
1 These terms are defined at 15 M.R.S. § 3003. 
2 15 M.R.S. 3402(1)(A). 
3 15 M.R.S. § 3402(1)(B). 
4 15 M.R.S. § 3402(1)(D). 
5 15 M.R.S. § 3402(2-A). 
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 2 
discretionary appellate review in the Law Court.6 
 Who may appeal?  The juvenile or the juvenile’s parents, guardian or legal 
custodian on behalf of the juvenile, if the juvenile is not emancipated and the 
juvenile does not wish to appeal.7  The State may also appeal from a decision or 
order of the juvenile court to the Supreme Court, including a juvenile court’s 
failure to order a bind-over.8 
The majority of this handbook discusses the process and considerations 
involved in undertaking an appeal.  The procedure for appealing a juvenile matter 
is outlined in the Appeals chapter of the Maine Juvenile Code,9 which calls for the 
process to be supplemented by relevant sections of the Maine Rules of Appellate 
Procedure.  This handbook also provides practice tips, references to relevant 
statutes and court rules, and court/model forms for use in the juvenile appellate 
process at the end of relevant chapters.  
  
                                                 
6 15 M.R.S. § 3311-D. 
7 15 M.R.S. § 3401(2)(A), (B). 
8 15 M.R.S. § 3402(3). 
9 15 M.R.S. §§ 3401-3405 (2015).  
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Big Points to Remember  
 
 
 File a notice of appeal within 21 days of the order of final disposition.  
M.R.App.P. 2(b).  Note that the mailbox rule does not apply in the Law 
Court.  A document is timely filed if it is received by the Law Court on the 
due date. 
 
 Consider whether the juvenile should appeal and whether they understand 
what the process will entail. Discuss all options with your client; it is your 
duty to ensure that their decision is informed and competent.  
 
 Be familiar with the statutes and court rules governing the filing of an 
appeal, including the timing, required format, page limitations, and 
deadlines. 
 
 Be prepared to discuss with the juvenile client the decision of the Law 
Court and the impact of that decision, as well as any further options 
available to the client. This discussion should be held in person unless 
doing so is unduly burdensome.  
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Chapter 1 
Counsel on Appeal 
In Maine, juveniles are entitled to counsel on appeal if they or their 
parent(s), guardian(s), or legal custodian(s) are considered indigent.10 If the 
juvenile client had a court-appointed juvenile defense attorney in juvenile court, he 
or she will likely qualify for counsel on appeal. If the juvenile client or any of the 
above-mentioned parties do not qualify as indigent, 
the juvenile client has two options: obtaining pro 
bono legal counsel or hiring private counsel. Maine 
currently does not have an Office of the Public 
Defender or an Office of the State Appellate 
Defender.  
Who Should Represent the Juvenile Client on Appeal?   
 
A question that often arises is whether the juvenile defense attorney should 
also represent the juvenile client on appeal. There are potential benefits and 
drawbacks to the prospect, all of which should be considered carefully by the 
juvenile defense attorney and the client should the need for an appeal arise.  
On the one hand, the juvenile defense attorney’s familiarity with the case, 
                                                 
10 15 M.R.S. §§ 3404. 
 
The skills required to 
represent a juvenile on 
appeal are fundamentally 
different than those 
required to represent a 
juvenile at trial and, thus, 
appellate cases require a 
different type of 
expertise. 
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the record, and issues that arose during the proceedings in the lower court can be 
indispensable in drafting the appeal. Further, the juvenile defense attorney’s 
process in building the case, preserving the record, and relationship with the State 
in the case may also be an asset in pursuing the appeal.11  
On the other hand, a new attorney can review the record with fresh eyes and 
may discover issues that the juvenile defense attorney never considered and/or 
addressed. An appellate specialist may also have greater familiarity with the 
Appellate Rules and the Law Court. Additionally, there may be practical 
considerations, such as the juvenile client’s relationship with the juvenile defense 
attorney, which can influence both the client’s decision to pursue an appeal as well 
as his or her decision regarding representation. Given this dynamic, a juvenile 
defense attorney should never recommend that he or she represent the client on 
appeal if he or she has no training or experience in drafting and filing appeals, 
particularly if the juvenile defense attorney has no one with such experience who 
can oversee his or her work. In advising juvenile clients regarding the possibility of 
future appeals, juvenile defense attorneys should be aware of these concerns and 
advise juveniles accordingly. 
 
 
 
                                                 
11 It is important to be aware that, in some circumstances, the juvenile defense attorney’s process, record 
preservation, and relationship with the State may also be drawbacks on appeal.  
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Chapter 2 
Should the Juvenile Appeal? 
 
The decision whether or not to appeal belongs to the juvenile client,12 with 
the assistance of a well-informed and objective attorney who can properly and 
fairly advise the juvenile client of their options. 
Attorneys, therefore, should make sure they 
communicate with their juvenile clients about the 
possible benefits of filing an appeal. 
From the beginning of the representation, juvenile defense attorneys should 
be prepared for the possibility of filing an appeal on behalf of the juvenile client 
and plan appropriately. The direct and discretionary appeals contemplated by 15 
M.R.S. 3402 and 3311-D are generally the last chance for a juvenile client to 
obtain relief, and there is usually little or no disadvantage to filing an appeal.  
As of October 2015, the Maine Supreme Judicial Court sitting as the Law 
Court (“Law Court”) has jurisdiction over juvenile appeals.13,14 The ability to 
appeal all orders of final disposition or other appealable orders of the juvenile court 
                                                 
12 Or to the juvenile’s parent(s), guardian(s), or legal custodian(s). See Chapter 3, Part A, below.  
13 15 M.R.S. § 3401(1) (2015). 
14 With the exception outlined in 15 M.R.S. § 3311-D (2015), as amended by LD 1575, Technical 
Corrections (127th Legis. 2016); see Chapter 10.  
 
The juvenile may not wish to exercise 
the right to appeal, but the parent(s), 
guardian(s), or legal custodian(s) may 
wish to exercise that right regardless 
of the juvenile’s wishes.  
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directly to the Law Court was a recent 
decision of the Legislature to better serve the 
goals of the juvenile appellate structure.15  
If the juvenile client does not seek 
appellate review, then the juvenile court’s 
decision will become final and immediately 
enforceable.  If the juvenile client decides to 
appeal, however, then he or she can seek a stay of the juvenile court’s order 
pending appeal.16  There are other benefits to an appeal.  The Law Court can 
correct any erroneous legal rulings made by the juvenile court, and in appropriate 
cases, it can provide instruction about the area of law that could benefit not just the 
juvenile client, but also other future juvenile clients.  An appeal allows the juvenile 
client to fight another day, and this sentiment may help in other intangible ways, as 
well.17 
Collateral Consequences   
 Juvenile defendants face significant collateral consequences when they come 
                                                 
15 15 M.R.S. 3401(2) (2015). “The goals of the juvenile appellate structure are: A. to correct errors in the 
application and interpretation of law; B. to insure substantial uniformity of treatment to persons in like 
situations; and C. to provide for review of juvenile court decisions so that the legislatively defined 
purposes of the juvenile justice system as a whole are realized.” 
16 15 M.R.S. § 3402(4); see also M.R.App.P. 3(b) (a trial court can rule on a motion to stay even after the 
appeal has been docketed in the Law Court). 
17 If a juvenile fails to seek appellate review in state court, he or she may face significant obstacles to 
review by a federal court (a subject that is not covered further in this handbook).  
Client Considerations Regarding 
Appeal Mootness 
 
- A juvenile serving a very short 
sentence may wish to dismiss or 
waive an appeal, rather than go 
through the process. 
 
- If the juvenile client is not 
considered indigent by the Court, he 
or she might want to forego the cost 
of filing an appeal. 
 
- The juvenile may simply want to 
terminate his or her association with 
the court system.  
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into contact with the juvenile justice system.18 Many courts have acknowledged the 
significance of collateral consequences, and have ruled that collateral 
consequences prevent juvenile appeals from becoming moot.19 This exception 
applies not only to juveniles who were committed or served terms of probation, but 
also takes into account the future consequences that judgments may have on any 
future proceedings, or on the juvenile directly later in life.20 Many federal and state 
courts have ruled that the use of juvenile adjudications to enhance adult sentences 
is allowed.21 While some courts have limited the use of juvenile adjudications in 
                                                 
18 See, e.g., In re S.J.C., 304 S.W.3d 563, 569 (Tex. App. 2010) (“[A]n adjudication of delinquency could 
affect [sic] admission to a profession, the armed services or private employment.”).  
19 See In Interest of N.R.W., No. ED 101597, 2016 WL 720634 (Mo. Ct. App., Feb. 23, 2016) (holding 
that even though the juvenile had turned 18 and had completed his commitment the appeal was not moot); 
In re A.G.R., 359 S.W.3d 103, 108 (Mo. Ct. App. 2011) (recognizing an exception to mootness where the 
decision being appealed could have significant collateral consequences for one or more of the parties); In 
re T.S.G., 322 S.W.3d 145, 148 (Mo. Ct. App. 2010) (stating that narrow exceptions to the mootness 
doctrine include collateral consequences in the context of juvenile delinquency); In re Stanley F., 908 
N.Y.S.2d 127, 129 (N.Y. App. Div. 2010) (“[B]ecause there may be collateral consequences resulting 
from the adjudication of delinquency, the appeal . . . has not been rendered academic.”).                         
20 See In re S.J.C., 304 S.W.3d 563, 568 (Tex. App. 2010) (“[Collateral consequences that satisfy the 
mootness exception in the juvenile context include] the retention of the adjudication by the court and 
juvenile officers, the use of such records in assessing future punishments, and the publishing of the 
juvenile record in the event the individual is later charged with a felony.”); People v. Jones, 830 N.E.2d 
541, 547-48 (Ill. App. Ct. 2005) (rationalizing that the probability that criminal defendant may suffer 
collateral consequences as a result of his conviction precludes a finding of mootness, even where the 
defendant already has served his sentence); Commonwealth v. Keon K., 875 N.E.2d 498, 499 n.1 (Mass. 
App. Ct. 2007) (reviewing issue of commitment to detention based on mootness exception recognizing 
that a juvenile adjudication has potential collateral consequences in future criminal proceedings, such as 
sentencing and when setting bail); But see In re Sturdivant, 358 N.E.2d 80 (Ill. App. Ct. 1976) (holding 
that a juvenile’s appeal of probation revocation moot because juvenile had completed his sentence, where 
there was no suggestion that juvenile had actually been released and in light of the possibility that an 
improper probation revocation could have a future sentencing hearing in case involving juvenile). 
21 See, e.g., Ryle v. State, 842 N.E.2d 320, 322 (Ind. 2005) (upholding the use of juvenile adjudications in 
adult sentencing enhancements), cert denied, 127 S. Ct. 90 (2006); State v. Weber, 112 P.3d 1287, 1294 
(Wash. Ct. App. 2005) (holding that a defendant’s prior juvenile adjudications can be considered prior 
convictions for purposes of sentencing enhancement), aff’d, 149 P3d 646, 660 (Wash. 2006); U.S. v. 
Crowell, 439 F.3d 744, 750 (6th Cir. 2007), cert. denied, 522 U.S. 1105 (2008); U.S. v. Burge, 407 F.3d 
1183, 1190 (11th Cir. 2005), cert. denied, 546 U.S. 981 (2005).  
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adult proceedings,22 a majority of courts are in agreement that juvenile 
adjudications can be used in adult proceedings.23  
 
Chapter 3 
The Process of Filing the Appeal 
  
The process of filing the appeal once the juvenile client has made the 
decision to proceed is time sensitive, precise, and requires careful attention and 
adherence to the deadlines outlined in the Maine Juvenile Code and the Maine 
Rules of Appellate Procedure.24 Missing a deadline, or failing to strictly adhere to 
the requirements of court rules and statutes, may result in a dismissal of the appeal 
or a decision adverse to the juvenile client’s desires and/or best interests.  
After a final judgment is rendered in juvenile court, a clerk with the juvenile 
court should provide the juvenile with a Notice to Juvenile of Right to Appeal to 
the Law Court2526 and/or a Notice to Parent, Guardian, or Legal Custodian of Right 
                                                 
22 See United States v. Tighe, 266 F.3d 1187, 1194 (9th Cir. 2001) (limiting the prior conviction exception 
to “prior convictions that were themselves obtained through proceedings that included the right to a jury 
trial and proof beyond a reasonable doubt.”); State v. Brown, 879 So.2d 1276, 1290 (La. 2004) (holding 
that juvenile adjudications cannot be used to enhance felony convictions pursuant to state statute).  
23 15 M.R.S. 3308(2) 
24 M.R. App. P. 15; 15 M.R.S. § 3402(5) (2015). 
25 Underlined phrases indicate the inclusion of the respective forms in Appendix A. 
26 See M.R.U. Crim. P. 36(f); 15 M.R.S. § 3402(2)(A) (2015).  
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to Appeal to the Law Court.27 Although these documents are provided by the court, 
they do not trigger the appeals process; filing a Notice of Appeal28 triggers the 
appeals process. In Maine, appeals from final dispositions in juvenile cases are 
governed by the applicable sections of the Maine Juvenile Code.29  These rules 
outline the procedures for timing and notice, as well as specific guidelines for the 
composition, content, format, and submission of an appellate brief to the Law 
Court. Juvenile defense attorneys should be intimately familiar with the statutes, 
rules, and case-law governing appeals, whether or not they anticipate representing 
the juvenile on appeal, in order to ensure that all issues are preserved on the record 
in the juvenile court and that the record is complete. Appellate attorneys should 
consider filing a motion to expedite appeals in juvenile cases in order to ensure that 
the appeal is not deemed moot due to the probability that the juvenile will 
complete the disposition before the appeal is heard by the Law Court.30  
Notice of Appeal 
After a final disposition or detention order is entered onto the docket, the 
juvenile or other parties authorized by statute to appeal on the juvenile’s behalf 
have 21 days to file a Notice of Appeal with the Law Court.31 If an attorney is 
                                                 
27 See M.R.U. Crim. P. 36(f); 15 M.R.S. § 3402(2)(B) (2015). 
28 See M.R. App. P. 2(a); M.R.U. Crim. P. 36(f); 15 M.R.S. § 3405 (2015).  
29 15 M.R.S. §§ 3401-3405 (2015).  
30 See Chapter 2; see also M.R. App. P. 7(b), 10.  
31 15 M.R.S. § 3402(5) (2015); M.R.U. Crim. P. 36(f); M. R. App. P. 2(b)(1), 2(b)(2)(A). 
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representing a juvenile deemed indigent by the court after the juvenile’s parent(s) 
or other legal custodian(s) underwent financial screening to qualify for court-
appointed counsel, it is unlikely the court will require a Preliminary Motion for 
Assignment of Counsel, Affidavit and Release to determine indigency for the 
appointment of counsel and waiver of any fees. However, if the juvenile obtained 
court-appointed counsel absent financial screening, or, conversely, if said 
screening no longer reflects the juvenile’s imputed finances, the attorney filing the 
Notice of Appeal should also file a Preliminary Motion for Assignment of Counsel, 
Affidavit and Release in conjunction with the Notice of Appeal.  When filing a 
Notice of Appeal, the attorney must also file the Transcript Order, and the Motion 
for a Transcript at State Expense.  If the juvenile client is incarcerated and 
appealing his or her sentence, then the appellate attorney should consider filing a 
Motion for a Stay of Execution and Release.32  If an attorney is unsure about what 
to file along with a Notice of Appeal, attorneys should check with the Clerk of the 
Law Court prior to filing. Doing so will ultimately save time, and is in the interest 
of due diligence and best practice. 
Requirements for the Notice of Appeal 
The Notice of Appeal requires that the attorney indicate who is bringing the 
                                                 
32 15 M.R.S. § 3402(4) (2015); M.R.U. Crim. P. 38, 75A. For a detailed explanation of this kind of 
motion, see Chapter 8.  
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appeal (the juvenile or another party authorized by statute), the type of final order 
for appeal, whether the juvenile is currently confined, and the status of transcript 
production. Transcripts may be ordered directly and paid for by the requesting 
party, or a party may file a timely Motion for a Transcript at State Expense, along 
with a Transcript Order Form. If the juvenile is not paying outright for a transcript, 
the Notice of Appeal must indicate as such.  
 Timely filing the Notice of Appeal within the 21-day window33 is 
undoubtedly the most important procedural step to initiate an appeal. However, 
ensuring that a proper and complete transcript is ordered is not far behind. Filing a 
Notice of Appeal while simultaneously ordering an incomplete or incorrect 
transcript may fatally damage the juvenile client’s appeal on procedural grounds; 
the Law Court may dismiss the appeal. Thus, ordering the complete and 
appropriate transcript in a timely manner as outlined by the Appellate Rules. 
Attorneys must be prepared at the time the notice of appeal is filed to 
order/request the appropriate transcript and/or other necessary documents for 
the appellate record. The content of the record for a juvenile appeal, including the 
form of the transcript, is contingent upon the basis of the appeal.34  If any part of 
the proceedings were sealed in the trial court, then they should be filed under seal 
                                                 
33 15 M.R.S. § 3402(5) (2015).  
34 15 M.R.S. § 3402(1), 3405(2), 3405(3) (2015); See also, Chapter 3.  
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in the Law Court, as well. 
Extension of Time 
The Maine Juvenile Code allows for an extension of time to file the notice of 
appeal beyond 21 days insofar as such an extension is pursuant to a rule of court.35 
The Maine Rules of Appellate Procedure, promulgated by the Law Court, allow 
the Court to extend the time for filing a Notice of Appeal regardless of whether the 
usual 21-day filing period has lapsed for a maximum of 21 days.36 The Law Court 
may also grant an extension of up to 140 days if the usual 21-day filing period has 
expired.37 Each of these extension exceptions have specific and detailed 
requirements that must be met in order for the Law Court to entertain such a 
request, so attorneys must take care to follow the rules of court carefully.  
In order to ensure the juvenile client’s right to appeal is properly exercised, 
best practice is to utilize the forms included at the end of this chapter, created by 
the Court in accordance with statutes and rules of court, and file them within 21 
days of entry of the order of the final disposition in the juvenile client’s case. 
Extensions should only be requested if absolutely necessary. 
Rules for Appeals 
 After the Notice of Appeal is filed, much of the procedure and substance for 
                                                 
35 15 M.R.S. § 3402(5) (2015).  
36 M. R. App. P. 2(b)(5)(A). 
37 M. R. App. P. 2(b)(5)(B). 
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appeals from the juvenile court to the Law Court, including scope of review, the 
record for the appeal, and the matters for appeal by reference, are governed by the 
Maine Juvenile Code.38 There are, however, some aspects of juvenile appeals that 
directly mirror adult appellate practice.  
Scope of Review 
 All appeals from the juvenile court to the Law Court are reviewed for either 
errors of law or an abuse of discretion.39 Within this scope, the Law Court, like any 
appellate court, may affirm or vacate the judgment in whole or in part, and/or may 
remand the case for further review by the juvenile court.40 The Law Court may also 
enter a new order of disposition if it concludes that the juvenile court abused its 
discretion.41 
Record on Appeal 
 The record for a juvenile appeal is heavily dependent upon the matter(s) 
appealed.42 The relationship between the form of the record for the appeal and the 
matter(s) appealed are laid out in the chart below. It is important to note that not 
each checked box in the table below is required, but rather that for each category, 
either one or the other is required to meet the record requirements set out in the 
                                                 
38 15 M.R.S. § 3403 (2015); § 3405 (2015). 
39 15 M.R.S. § 3405(1) (2015). 
40 Id. 
41 Id. 
42 15 M.R.S. §§ 3402, 3405(2)(3) (2015). 
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Maine Juvenile Code. Which record will be required is determined by the Law 
Court.  
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The record may consist of the following: 
Matters For 
Appeal 
Records 
 Untranscribed Sound 
Recording of 
Proceedings 
Agreed or 
Settled 
Statement of the 
Facts with 
Consent of the 
Parties  
Evidence to juvenile 
court; scope of 
review is specified 
Transcribed 
Record 
Appeal of 
adjudication 
after final 
disposition43 
    
An order of 
disposition44 
    
Detention 
Order45 
    
  
Also, there is an important statutory distinction between appealing final 
dispositions and appealing detention orders. By statute, the record for the review of 
final dispositions does not require the production of the most expeditious creation 
of record, rather that it “must be on the basis of the record of the proceedings in 
juvenile court,”46 whereas in a review of detention hearings, “the court shall order 
a review by the most expeditious of the following methods [listed above].”47  
Preserving Issues for the Record 
In order for an issue or claim to be considered in an appeal, there must first 
                                                 
43 15 M.R.S. § 3402(1)(A) (2015); § 3405(2).  
44 15 M.R.S. § 3402(1)(B) (2015); § 3405(2). 
45 15 M.R.S. § 3402(1)(D) (2015); § 3405(3). For appeals of detention orders, the Law Court “shall order 
a review by the most expeditious of the following methods that is consistent with the interests of justice.” 
Id.  
46 15 M.R.S. § 3405(2) (2015). 
47 15 M.R.S. § 3405(3) (2015). 
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be a final judgment from the juvenile court. A judgment is deemed final when it 
resolves all pending claims in the case, leaving nothing else open for litigation in 
the juvenile court.48 There is no immediate right to appeal juvenile court rulings 
that, for example: (i) admit or exclude evidence; (ii) decide which claims or issues 
will or will not be tried; (iii) resolve pretrial disputes about discovery, disclosure of 
information, or evidence; or (iv) are characterized as preliminary, interim, 
temporary, or are issued during the proceeding but before a final judgment is 
issued.4950Once the juvenile court issues a final decision, any party to the case may 
appeal an earlier ruling that: (i) may have affected the final judgment, and; (ii) was 
properly opposed or objected to before the juvenile court made the ruling. 51,52  
If rulings on the facts, evidence, or procedural matters are not properly 
opposed or objected to, they generally will not be considered on appeal as the 
                                                 
48 E. Perry Iron & Metal Co. v. City of Portland, 2006 ME 52, ¶ 5, 896 A.2d 956 (stating that a judgment 
is final only if it disposes of all pending claims in an action, leaving no questions for the court to consider 
in the future). See also, Kinney v. Me. Mut. Group Ins. Co., 2005 ME 70, ¶ 13, 874 A.2d 880; Carroll v. 
Town of Rockport, 2003 ME 135, ¶ 16, 837 A.2d 148; State of Maine Judicial Branch, A CITIZENS GUIDE 
TO APPEALS: FILING AND MAINTAINING AN APPEAL, 7-8 (Aug. 2009) (Also available at: 
http://www.courts.maine.gov/maine_courts/supreme/appeals.html (last updated Aug. 4, 2009)).   
49 CITIZENS GUIDE TO APPEALS, supra, note 54, at 7-8. 
50 There are is an exception to this general rule: the denial of a motion to dismiss that alleges a violation of 
the double jeopardy clause is immediately appealable, State v. Lebroke, 589 A.2d 941 (me. 1991).  There is 
also an open, unsettled question about whether the final judgment rule may apply differently to the state. 
51 “For all purposes for which an exception has heretofore been necessary in criminal cases, it is sufficient 
that a party, at the time the ruling or order of the court is made or sought, makes known to the court the 
action which he desires the court to take or his objection to the action of the court and his grounds 
therefor. If a party has no opportunity to object to a ruling or order, the absence of an objection does not 
thereafter prejudice him.” 15 M.R.S. § 2117 (2015).  
52 CITIZENS GUIDE TO APPEALS, supra, note 54, at 8; M. R. App. P. 2(b)(4); M. R. Evid. 103; M.R.U. 
Crim. P. 52(a). See also M.R. App. P. 6(b).  
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objecting party failed to preserve the issue on the record.53 However, there is an 
exception for rulings that are obvious or plain errors.54 An obvious or plain error55 
occurs when the juvenile court makes a legal ruling which is “(1) an error, (2) that 
is plain, and (3) that affects substantial rights.” 56  Even then, the Law Court will 
only overturn a juvenile court ruling if the appellant demonstrates that “(4) the 
error seriously affects the fairness and integrity or public perception of judicial 
proceedings.”57 The obvious or plain error exception only applies to rulings 
affecting a substantial right, meaning the ruling affects a party’s “personal, 
property, or liberty rights or the fundamental fairness of the proceeding.”58  
It is important to note that the obvious or plain error rule is rarely used to 
overturn rulings in criminal/juvenile cases; therefore, making proper objections or 
arguments during proceedings in the juvenile court is crucial for the ruling to be 
considered on appeal.59 
Although it is beyond the scope of this Handbook, the preservation 
                                                 
53 M. R. App. P. 2(b)(4), 6(b); M. R. Evid. 103; M.R.U. Crim. P. 52(a).  
54 M.R. App. P. 6(b); M.R.U. Crim. P. 52; M.R. Evid. 103(d). See State v. Dolloff, 2012 ME 130, ¶ 35, 58 
A.2d 1032 (stating the term “obvious error” is used in State practice); Fed. R. Evid. 103(d) (the term 
“plain error” derives from this rule).  
55 M. R. Evid. 103(d); M.R.U. Crim. P. 52(b). State v. Dolloff, 2012 ME 130, ¶ 35, 58 A.2d 1032. The 
term “obvious error” is used in State practice whereas the term “plain error” derives from Fed. R. Evid. 
103(e). 
56 State v. Dolloff, 2012 ME 130, ¶ 35, 58 A.2d 1032. 
57 Id.  
58 CITIZENS GUIDE TO APPEALS, supra, note 54, at 8. See also M.R. App. P. 2(b)(4), 6(b); M.R. Evid. 103; 
M.R.U. Crim. P. 52(a). 
59 M.R. App. P. 6(b); M.R. Evid. 103(d); M.R.U. Crim. P. 52(b).   
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requirement sometimes requires a party to do more than simply object.  For 
example, a litigant must object to an adverse evidentiary ruling and then, in certain 
situations, the litigant must make an offer of proof.60  Similarly, in order to 
properly preserve an adverse ruling on a motion in limine, the litigant must raise 
the issue pre-trial and then again at trial, when the offending evidence is offered.61  
These are simply examples; other rules abound.  All juvenile defense attorneys 
must become familiar with the Law Court’s preservation jurisprudence. 
                                                 
60 M.R.Evid. 103; see also Pratt v. Freese’s, Inc., 438 A.2d 901 (Me. 1981). 
61 See e.g. State v. Thomes, 1997 ME 146, 697 A.2d 1262. 
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Chapter 4 
Uncovering the Issues 
Once the record has been certified as complete by the Clerk of the Law 
Court, the attorney should review the record to identify preserved issues for appeal 
and ensure the record contains sufficient legal grounds to litigate those issues. 
During such a review, attorneys should also be looking for other possible issues for 
appeal, and be cognizant that issues they did not intentionally preserve may be a 
stronger basis for the appeal if obvious error can be demonstrated. Further, any 
attorney undertaking an appeal should keep current with the relevant case law, and 
regularly confer with colleagues and experts in juvenile delinquency law to make 
sure that they are aware of new issues. Additionally, it is worth noting that many 
issues that are appealable in adult criminal practice also are appealable in juvenile 
cases.  
The decision of which issues to ultimately raise on appeal is a delicate 
balancing act. On the one hand, attorneys should be mindful that the failure to raise 
an issue on direct appeal will result in its waiver down the road. On the other hand, 
attorneys are not permitted to raise frivolous issues or claims on appeal. Thus, any 
attorney undertaking an appeal must be aware that raising very weak issues may 
diminish the value of stronger issues in the brief.  
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Communication with the juvenile client is absolutely essential at this stage 
of the appeal.62 Assuming that the juvenile client has decided to pursue an appeal, 
rather than the State or one of the actors authorized by statute to appeal on the 
juvenile’s behalf, he or she will have a very different concept from the attorney of 
what can be raised on appeal or what claims may be meritorious. For instance, the 
juvenile client may want to pursue a claim on appeal indicating that he or she was 
innocent or that the State failed to prove his or her culpability by the required 
standard,63 but given the very high burdens applicable to such claims on appeal, 
raising such an issue may be futile or even frivolous in a given case.  
Attorneys must be aware that complicated concepts, such as the standard of 
review on appeal and types of relief available, can be difficult for juvenile clients 
to grasp.64 Attorneys must be able to discuss these concepts using clear and simple 
language, while also taking care not to use child-like language or to inadvertently 
treat the juvenile client without the respect and professionalism due to all clients.  
The goal is to explain complex legal procedures to the juvenile client in the best 
                                                 
62 A sense of institutional justice can be instilled in a juvenile through such thorough communication. 
Cultivating this sense of fairness can lead a young person to more readily accept responsibility and 
reduce their chance of recidivism. See Reforming Juvenile Justice: A Developmental Approach 187 (Richard J. 
Bonnie et al. eds., 2013).  
63 The standards vary depending on the travel of the case. Pay close attention to the standards outlined in 
the Maine Juvenile Code to ensure you are operating under the proper standard. See 15 M.R.S. § 3311 
(2015); § 3312; § 3314.  
64 See e.g, Elizabeth S. Scott & Thomas Grissio, Developmental Incompetence, Due Process, and Juvenile 
Justice Policy, 83 N.C. L. REV. 793, 811-17 (May 2005).  
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way for that individual client, and to be prepared to take the time to help the client 
understand all aspects of the case. In order to achieve this goal, attorneys should 
actively listen to the juvenile client so that he or she can properly address the 
juvenile client’s concerns. Attorneys should also remember that the decision about 
whether or not to appeal belongs to the juvenile client, whereas the attorney makes 
the decisions regarding the specific issues to pursue on appeal with input from the 
juvenile client.65  
Additionally, in cases where the appellate attorney is not the same as the 
defense attorney, it is important for the appellate attorney to speak with the defense 
attorney to ensure that nothing is missing from the trial record, and to discuss 
thoughts on any errors that may have occurred in juvenile court. Lastly, juvenile 
clients often offer valuable insight into any issues with the proceedings in juvenile 
court, even if they cannot articulate those issues in legal terms.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
65 For more information about the client’s role in issue selection, see Anders v. California, 386 U.S. 738 
(1967); In re M.C., 2014 ME 128, 104 A.3d 139 (Mem). 
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Chapter 5 
Drafting and Filing a Brief 
When drafting an appellate brief, attorneys should be conscious and diligent 
about adhering to the Maine Rules of Appellate Procedure.66 These rules, in 
conjunction with the Maine Juvenile Code, govern all of the procedural 
requirements for an appeal to be considered.  
 Under the Maine Rules of Appellate Procedure, there are two tracks for all 
appeals: Track A and Track B. Juvenile appeals are Track B appeals.67 Therefore, 
after the Notice of Appeal, transcript order forms and filing fee (if applicable) are 
received by the Court, the Court will issue a Docketing Notice, which will set 
deadlines for, inter alia, transcript production.  After the record is complete, the 
Law Court will issue a Briefing Schedule, outlining the due dates for the 
appellant’s brief, the appellee’s brief, the appendix, and the appellant’s reply brief 
(if any will be filed). Each of these pleadings must be filed on or before the 
assigned due date outlined in the written notice; otherwise the document may not 
be considered by the Court.68  When filing, please remember that the mailbox rule 
                                                 
66 See M.R. App. P. 3(A); 4(a)(1); 4(a)(3); 4(b); 4(c); 6(a); 6(d); 7(a); 7(b)(2); 7(c); 7(d); 7(e); 8; 9; 10; 
11; 12; 12A; 12B; 14(a)(1); 14(b); 14(c); 15; 21; 24. 
67 M.R. App. P. 7(b)(2).  
68 M.R. App. P. 7(a). Note that the dates assigned are “not affected by any later transcript order, 
procedural motion, or other court order unless the Law Court orders otherwise.” Id.  
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does not apply in the Law Court.  A document is timely filed if it is received by the 
Law Court on the due date. 
 The general time periods, as outlined by the Maine Rules of Appellate 
Procedure, applicable to Track B appeals are as follows:69 
Document General Deadline 
Appellant’s Brief, with Appendix Within 56 days (8 weeks), after the 
record on appeal is complete 
Appellee’s Brief Within 105 days (15 weeks), after the 
record on appeal is complete 
Appellant’s Reply Brief May file within 14 days (2 weeks) after 
the date appellee’s brief filed 
 
It is important to note that the party who files the first Notice of Appeal (almost 
always, the Appellant) is responsible for filing the appendix to the briefs.70 The 
Appellate Rules provide important information about the required and optional 
content of the appendix, and the order in which the documents may appear.71  
Failure to comply with these requirements may result in the dismissal of the 
appeal.72 
Extensions of time for Track B appeals are strongly disfavored.73 A party 
may also file a Motion to Expedite.74 
                                                 
69 M.R. App. P. 7(b)(2).  Please note that these deadlines are likely to change sometime in 2017 with the 
adoption of the latest version of Maine Rules of Appellate Procedure 
70 M.R. App. P. 8(a). 
71 M.R. App. P. 8. 
72 Hutchison v. Bruyere, 2015 ME 16, 111 A.3d 36; Major v. Chiang, 2015 ME 26, 113 A.3d 228. 
73 M.R. App. P. 7(b)(2), 12A(b)(1)(A).   
74 M.R. App. P. 7(b)(2), 10.  
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Attorneys representing juveniles on appeal should avoid filing motions for 
the enlargement of time if at all possible, as juvenile dispositions are often shorter 
than adult dispositions and the duration of a typical appeal can feel like a lifetime 
for a juvenile client. The Law Court has been known to ask the parties during oral 
argument about any delays in the proceedings. 
The Procedure for Compiling and Filing a Brief 
 The Maine Rules of Appellate Procedure outline very specific requirements 
regarding the content, formatting, and filing of a brief.75 Whether an attorney is 
filing the appellant’s or the appellee’s brief, he or she must strictly adhere to these 
rules. Failing to do so could result in a dismissal of the appeal or an inability to 
address the Law Court through oral argument.76  
Content of the Brief 
 Briefs to the Law Court must contain specific information in a set order.77 
Appellants and appellees have similar, but not identical, content requirements.78 
Attorneys representing juveniles on appeal should be familiar with the 
requirements for both, as the State has the ability to appeal decisions and orders in 
juvenile cases in the same manner as it would appeal a criminal case.79 
                                                 
75 M.R. App. P. 7, 8, 9. 
76 M.R. App. P. 7(d); see also Major v. Chiang, 2015 ME 26, 113 A.3d 228. 
77 See generally M.R. App. P. 9. 
78 M.R. App. P. 9(a)-(c). 
79 15 M.R.S. § 3402(3) (2015) (“The State may appeal from a decision or order of the juvenile court to the 
Supreme Judicial Court to the same extent and in the same manner as in criminal cases under section 
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Requirements for the Brief of the Appellant 
 Appellants must include the following in their briefs, in this specific order: 
 Table of contents, with page references, and a table of cases, statutes 
and other authorities cited;80 
 A statement of the facts of the case, including procedural history;81 
 A statement of the issues presented for review;82 
 A summary of argument;83 and, 
 An argument.84 
 
The appellants brief may not exceed 50 pages without the prior permission of the 
Law Court if it finds good cause to do so.85 The table of contents and table of 
authorities are not included when calculating the page limit of the brief.86 
Requirements for the Brief of the Appellee 
 The brief of the appellee must include almost the identical information, in 
the same order, as the brief of the appellant. However, the brief of the appellee 
does not need to include a statement of the issues and the standards of appellate 
review unless “the appellee is dissatisfied with the statement of the appellant.”87 As 
                                                 
2115-A. The State may appeal from the juvenile court to the Supreme Judicial Court for the failure of the 
juvenile court to order a bind-over.”). See also 15 M.R.S. § 2115-A (2015).  
80 M.R. App. P. 9(a)(1). 
81 M.R. App. P. 9(a)(2). 
82 M.R. App. P. 9(a)(3). 
83 M.R. App. P. 9(a)(4). 
84 M.R. App. P. 9(a)(5). 
85 Id., this rule is also likely to change in 2017 when the new version of M.R.App.P. is adopted. 
86 M.R. App. P. 9(g). 
87 M.R. App. P. 9(b). 
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with the brief of the appellant, the brief of the appellee may not exceed 50 pages 
without the prior permission of the Law Court if it finds good cause to do so.88 The 
table of contents and table of authorities are not included when calculating the page 
limit of the brief.89   
Requirements for a Reply Brief 
 If a reply brief is filed by the appellant, it must be “strictly confined to 
replying to new matter[s] [sic] raised in the brief of the appellee.”90 This means 
that a reply brief may not raise any new issues for the Law Court’s review; it may 
only reply to the content of the brief of the appellee. 
 A reply brief may not exceed 20 pages without the permission of the Law 
Court after a showing of good cause.91 The table of contents and table of 
authorities are not included when calculating the page limit of the brief.92  
 After a reply brief is filed, no other briefs may be filed without the permission of 
the Law Court.93, 94 
Form of the Brief 
 All briefs submitted to the Law Court must be signed, printed with opaque, 
                                                 
88 Id.  
89 M.R. App. P. 9(g). 
90 M.R. App. P. 9(c).  
91 Id. 
92 M.R. App. P. 9(g). 
93 Id.  
94 For requirements pertaining to briefs on cross-appeals and briefs of amicus curiae, see M.R. App. P. 
9(d) & 9(e), respectively.  
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black, non-glazed ink on only one side of white 8.5 x 11 paper.95 All printed matter 
must appear in double spaced, 14-point font, with the exception of footnotes and 
block quotations which may be typed in 11-point font.96 Each copy of a brief must 
be bound along the left-hand margin so that it can lay flat (e.g. briefs cannot be 
stapled), with 2 inch margins all around.97 The front cover of every brief must 
include the following: 
 The name of the Supreme Judicial Court sitting as the Law Court and the 
Law Court docket number of the case; 
 The name of the case; 
 The nature of the proceeding and the name of the court, agency, or 
commission below; 
 The title of the document (e.g., Brief of the Appellant); and 
 The names and addresses of the attorney representing the party on whose 
behalf the brief is being filed.98 
 
The cover of the brief of the appellant must be blue, the cover of the brief of the 
appellee must be red, and the cover of any reply brief must be grey.99 Briefs of any 
intervenors or amicus curiae must have green covers.100  
Filing the Brief 
The Law Court requires that ten (10) printed copies of each brief must be 
filed with the Clerk of the Law Court, and that two (2) printed copies be served 
                                                 
95 M.R. App. P. 9(f). 
96 Id. 
97 Id. Block quotations may be single spaced. Id.  
98 Id. 
99 Id. 
100 Id. 
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upon each of the other parties to the appeal who are “separately represented or 
unrepresented.”101  
In appeals involving multiple parties, either unrepresented or with his or her 
own counsel, each attorney or unrepresented party must be served two (2) printed 
copies of all briefs (excluding their own).102 To put it another way, in an appeal 
involving multiple parties as described above, each party must serve two (2) 
printed copies of their brief(s) on each separately represented or unrepresented 
party.103 Additionally, each brief must contain an acknowledgement/certificate of 
service for each separate party or the Clerk of the Law Court may refuse to accept 
the brief for filing.104 
 The Law Court requires parties to an appeal to file an electronic copy of 
each brief as a native .pdf document.105 If a party chooses to file an electronic copy 
of his or her brief, it must be:  
 Emailed to the Clerk of the Law Court using an email address 
provided in the written notice;106 
 A native .pdf file; and 
 Sent to the Clerk of the Law Court and to all the parties to the appeal 
on the same due date as the printed copies.107 
 
                                                 
101 M.R. App. P. 7(c)(1). 
102 M.R. App. P. 9(h).  
103 Id.  
104 M.R. App. P. 7(c)(1); 8(b)(2).  
105 M.R. App. P. 7(c)(2).  
106 See M.R. App. P. 7(a). 
107 M.R. App. P. 7(c)(1). 
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Attorneys who file electronic briefs must be aware that an electronic brief 
should be filed by the same day as the printed briefs, and the electronic brief does 
not replace printed copies of the brief.108 No matter what, printed copies must be 
filed with the Clerk of the Law Court on or before the deadline outlined in the 
initial written notice from the Court, unless otherwise dictated by the Law Court.109 
Attorneys and/or unrepresented parties involved in the appeal should adhere 
to the rules for filing briefs. Failing to do so could result in serious consequences. 
For example, if an appellant fails to comply with the specifications for filing, the 
Law Court may dismiss the appeal “for want of prosecution.”110 Conversely, if an 
appellee fails to comply with the specifications for filing, “the appellee will not be 
heard at oral argument except by permission of the Law Court.”111  Many of these 
rules are unevenly enforced, and the court will often give a party a chance to 
correct minor mistakes before dismissing an appeal. 
The Appendix to the Briefs: Specifications 
 As discussed above, the appendix to the briefs is filed by the party who first 
filed the Notice of Appeal, almost always, this is the Appellant.112 As with the 
                                                 
108 M.R. App. P. 7(c)(2). An electronic brief is filed in addition to the printed briefs. Id. It is important to 
note that the Clerk of the Law Court may “for good cause shown, relieve a party of one or more of the 
requirements of [the paragraph regarding electronic copies].” Id.  
109 Id.; M.R. App. P. 7(a).  
110 M.R. App. P. 7(d). 
111 Id.  
112 M.R. App. P. 8(a). This is the general rule; in child protection matters, however, the State is 
responsible for filing the appendix. Id.; see also 22 M.R.S. §§ 4001-4071 (2015).  
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filing of briefs, there are very specific requirements outlined in the Maine Rules of 
Appellate Procedure for the filing of the appendix.113 There are specific 
requirements for the content and format of the appendix as well.114 Attorneys must 
be familiar with these rules when engaged in appellate practice. The chart below 
lays out the basic requirements of each rule, and any exceptions, if applicable.  
M.R. 
App. 
P.  
Rule Title General Requirements  Exception(s) 
8(a) By Whom Filed The party who files the first notice of 
appeal files the appendix to the 
briefs.  
Child protection matters: The State 
is responsible for filing the appendix.  
8(b) Number of 
Copies; When 
Filed 
8 copies must be filed no later than 
14 days after the date the on which 
the appellant’s brief is due. 
 
A copy must be served on each party 
when filed with the Court.  An 
electronic copy must be filed with 
the Court. 
Child protection matters: Due 14 
days before the appellant’s brief is 
due. 
 
Parties can agree to a different due 
date without notifying the Law Court 
but it must be filed no later than the 
due date for the appellee’s brief. 
8(c) Contents, 
Generally 
Mandates the inclusion of materials 
outlined in Rule 8(g) & (h), in that 
order, with the avoidance of 
duplication and important, non-
mandatory documents. Documents 
not in the juvenile court file or the 
record may not be included.  
 
An appendix that fails to comply 
with this rule may be rejected and 
the filing party may be required to 
file replacement appendix that meets 
the requirements of this rule.  
None.  
8(d) Content, 
Agreement of 
the Parties 
The parties are encouraged to 
discuss and agree to the contents of 
the appendix.  
 
Child protection matters: When the 
State is the appellee, the appellant 
must deliver the list of documents on 
the same timeline.  
                                                 
113 M.R. App. P. 8(b).   
114 M.R. App. P. 8.  
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If agreement cannot be reached, the 
appellant must provide the appellee 
with a list of proposed documents for 
inclusion no later than 14 days 
before the appellant’s brief is due.  
 
If the appellee wishes to include 
additional documents, those 
documents must be designated 
within 7 days and the appellant must 
include them unless the Court orders 
otherwise.  
 
8(e) Content, Costs The appellant is responsible for the 
costs of producing the appendix, 
unless the parties agree otherwise. 
If the appellee designates non-
mandatory document for inclusion 
and the appellant deems them 
unnecessary for inclusion, the 
appellee is responsible for the cost of 
producing those documents.  
8(f) Content, Format Must be spiral bound in white stock 
with consecutive number pagination 
on 8.5x11 paper with no staples, 
spike, or posts, and must be able to 
lie flat when opened. The cover page 
must designate it as the appendix and 
bear the Law Court docket number, 
case title, and appearances of 
counsel/names of unrepresented 
parties.  
 
If 20 pages or less, it may be bound 
with appellant’s brief. It may not 
exceed 150 sheets of double-side 
printed paper, not including 
oversize/electronic exhibits. Must be 
one volume without prior approval.  
 
Oversized/electronic exhibits may be 
attached by any method so long as 
the appendix can be presented as 
bound volume.  
None. 
8(g) Contents, 
Mandatory- 
ALL APPEALS 
Must contain the following, in this 
order: 
 Table of Contents; 
 Docket entries in all proceedings 
below; 
 Each trial decision, including the 
None. 
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final judgment (see rule for the 
full list of required documents); 
and 
 The complaint, charging 
instrument, or initiating 
document. 
8(h) Contents, 
Mandatory – 
SPECIFIC 
PROCEEDINGS 
Note: The list under this rule is 
extensive. Only those that might 
apply to a juvenile appeal are noted. 
See the rule for specifics under each 
category. 
 Summary Judgment; 
 Local Government and 
Administrative Appeals; 
 Family Matters; and 
 Transcript.115 
None.  
8(i) Contents, 
Discretionary 
Exhibits and other pleadings may be 
included but are not required. 
Must be important to the issues on 
appeal.  
8(j) Failure to File an 
Appendix 
Failing to file an appendix or leaving 
out required documents may result in 
a dismissal of the appeal or other 
sanctions.   
None. 
8(k) Hearing on the 
Original Record 
Without the 
Necessity of an 
Appendix 
The requirement of an appendix may 
be dispensed with and the appeal 
may be heard on the original record, 
if: 
 Good cause is shown; 
 A motion for such a hearing is 
filed before the deadline for the 
appellant’s brief; and 
 The Law Court grants the 
motion. 
The Law Court deems what is 
required regarding the production of 
the original record or relevant parties 
thereof.  
8(l) Supplement of 
Legal 
Authorities 
Not Required. The parties may 
submit a brief one at their discretion.  
 
Must be separate from the appendix 
and contain important and relevant 
legal authorities. Copies of any/all 
authorities is not required. 
 
Not counted in the page limit of the 
appendix.  
None.  
                                                 
115 Be sure that the content of the appendix is in accordance with the record requirements as laid out in the 
Maine Juvenile Code. See 15 M.R.S. §§ 3403, 3405 (2015).  
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For juvenile appeals, attorneys must abide by these rules in conjunction with the 
records requirement for juvenile appeals outlined in the Maine Juvenile Code.116  
   
                                                 
116 See 15 M.R.S. §§ 3403, 3405 (2015). 
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Chapter 6 
Oral Argument & Submission on the Briefs 
The Law Court does not grant oral argument in every case.117 In some cases, 
the Court decides the case on the briefs,118 either by its own decision or by an 
agreed upon request of all parties if good cause is shown.119 Because the Law 
Court does not grant oral arguments in all cases, it is wise for attorneys to seriously 
consider whether it will benefit their client in each case they appeal.  
Oral Argument 
 Oral arguments provide a unique opportunity to address the Court’s 
concerns; thus, they should not be passed over lightly. If a case is granted oral 
argument, all parties to the appeal will be notified by the Clerk of the Law Court as 
to the time and place at which oral argument will be heard by the Court.120  If a 
party would like the date for oral argument continued, they must file a motion 
within a reasonable amount of time prior to the fixed date for oral argument.121  
 At oral argument, each party is given an opportunity to present his or her 
                                                 
117 See M.R. App. P. 11(a), 11(g).   
118 M.R. App. P. 11(g)(1).   
119 M.R. App. P. 11(g)(2). Note: If a motion to decide the case on the briefs is filed, but is not agreed to by 
all parties, the Court may hear oral argument or it may decide the case on the briefs. In such a situation, if 
the case is decided on the briefs, it will be because the Court decided to do so, not as a result of a party’s 
request in a contested motion.  
120 M.R. App. P. 11(a).  
121 Id; see also M.R. App. P. 10.  
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case to the Law Court. Parties are allotted fifteen (15) minutes during which they 
may argue their cases.122 The appellant opens the oral argument, and has the right 
to reserve up to three (3) minutes for rebuttal to close the argument.123  
The appellant and appellee each have the option to begin his or her argument 
with up to two minutes of protected time, during which the Court will refrain from 
asking questions.  The appellant may not reserve protected time for any rebuttal 
argument.  Once any protected time has lapsed, the Justices of the Law Court may 
interrupt the speaker’s argument with questions. 
During oral argument, either party may utilize exhibits if they have notified 
all other parties as well as the Clerk of the Law Court of their intention to do so at 
least one business day in advance of oral argument.124  Any exhibits utilized must 
be presented in such a way that each exhibit is easily visible to each of the Justices 
and does not limit the ability of those in attendance to observe all aspects of the 
argument.125 Each exhibit must be removed once a party has completed his or her 
argument.126  The use of exhibits during oral argument is rare, and due to logistical 
constraints, discouraged. 
Typically, the appellant sets the course for the argument by choosing from 
                                                 
122 M.R. App. P. 11(b). 
123 M.R. App. P. 11(b), 11(c).  
124 M.R. App. P. 11(f)(1). 
125 M.R. App. P. 11(f)(2). 
126 M.R. App. P. 11(f)(3). 
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the issues raised in the briefs to argue before the Court. Because time is very 
limited, the appellant may only be able to argue a few issues. Thus, an attorney 
representing an appellant must be discerning in his or her choice of issues in order 
to ensure that the most impactful or persuasive arguments supporting his or her 
position are presented to the Court during argument. Attorneys representing 
appellants must also attempt to prevent weaker or less persuasive arguments from 
dominating the argument if at all possible. If an attorney has little or no experience 
with oral argument, it is advisable for that attorney to seek the counsel of an 
experienced appellate attorney who can offer advice on decorum and strategy 
during argument. Attorneys are also encouraged to watch oral arguments before 
the Law Court in other cases before arguing before the Court for the first time. 
While the appellant initiates the argument, counsel for the appellee should 
be prepared to address anything argued in the briefs and any issues that may come 
up during the appellant’s argument. Because the Law Court ultimately dictates 
which issues are important to the Court, anything in the briefs or in the appellant’s 
argument is fair game for the appellee’s oral argument. This also holds true for 
appellant’s counsel.  
Failure to Appear for Oral Argument  
If an appellant fails to appear for oral argument, the Law Court may dismiss 
the appeal, or if the appellee is present the Court may hear argument and decide the 
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case on the briefs and the argument of the appellee.127 Alternatively, if an appellee 
fails to appear, the Law Court may hear the argument of the appellant and decide 
the case on the brief of the appellee and the argument of the appellant.128 In this 
situation, the Court may also choose to decide the case on the briefs alone.129 If 
both parties fail to appear, the case will typically be decided on the briefs unless 
the Law Court directs otherwise.130  
Submission on the Briefs 
 If a case is not granted oral argument, the Clerk of the Law Court will advise 
all parties that the Justices of the Law Court will consider the case on the briefs.131 
This means that the Law Court will consider the case and issue a decision based on 
the information and arguments contained within the briefs submitted, and parties 
will not be given the opportunity to argue the merits of their positions any further. 
If the Law Court decides to consider the case solely on the briefs, any party that 
wishes to do so may file a statement requesting oral argument that sets forth the 
reasons the case merits oral argument.132  
 The Law Court may also decide a case on the briefs alone if all parties to 
the appeal submit a joint and agreed upon motion showing good cause for 
                                                 
127 M.R. App. P. 11(e).  
128 Id.  
129 Id. 
130 Id.  
131 M.R. App. P. 11(g)(1).  
132 Id.  
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waiving oral argument and requesting the Court to decide a case on the submission 
of the briefs.133 It is important to note that even if all parties submit such a motion, 
the Law Court may still wish to hear oral argument in the case. Thus, attorneys 
should be prepared to argue the case before the Court even if a motion for 
consideration on the briefs is submitted.  
                                                 
133 M.R. App. P. 11(g)(2). 
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Chapter 7  
The Decision 
After oral argument or the submission of the briefs, the Law Court will 
decide the case and issue a mandate. There is no set time in which the Law Court 
must decide the case; rather, the decision will issue “[a]fter appropriate 
consideration by the Court, or a panel thereof.”134 As there is no set timetable for 
the Court to make a decision, attorneys should make sure that they inform their 
clients that a decision may take some time.  
After the Court makes its decision, it will immediately issue a mandate,135 
which is a written instrument outlining the decision of the Law Court as well as 
any orders to the juvenile court that may result from the Court’s decision.136 In 
criminal cases, the Law Court issues the mandate “promptly after decision.”137 The 
Court may document its decision in either a signed opinion, a per curium decision, 
or a memorandum of decision.138 It is important to note that a memorandum of 
decision does not carry any precedential value and will not be published in the 
                                                 
134 See M.R. App. P. 12A(b)(4). 
135 M.R. App. P. 14(a). A mandate is the same as a writ of mandamus. It is the order or opinion of the 
Law Court.  
136 A decision of the Law Court in juvenile cases is immediately enforceable, unless a party files a motion 
to stay the mandate.  M.R. App. P. 14. 
137 M.R. App. P. 14(a)(1).  
138 M.R. App. P. 12(c). 
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Maine Reports.139 A memorandum of decision only pertains to the specific case in 
which it is issued and decides that case alone.140 All decisions of the Law Court are 
public,141 as is the record on appeal,142 the Law Court file as maintained the Clerk 
of the Law Court,143 the briefs,144 the appendix/appendices,145 and the recording or 
transcript of the oral argument(s), unless all or a portion of these documents has 
been sealed by the juvenile court.146  
It is important to prepare the juvenile client for the possibility of a loss on 
appeal. Many clients – adults and juvenile alike – think of the appeal as a magic 
solution to the juvenile court’s errors. This is not the case. Given the heavy 
burdens that apply to many issues on appeal, and the likelihood that the Law Court 
will defer to the juvenile court decision, it is not easy to win on appeal.  
Win or lose, the attorney should plan to discuss the decision, any possible 
next steps, and the consequences of the decision with the juvenile client as soon as 
possible. This discussion should, if feasible, take place in person when the attorney 
has the ability to swiftly meet with the client after the decision is certified. If it is 
not feasible to meet with the client in person, the attorney should call the client to 
                                                 
139 Id. However, memoranda of decision can be found on the website for the judicial branch for a period 
of time after they are issued. See http://courts.maine.gov/opinions_orders/supreme/memdec.shtml.  
140 Id. 
141 M.R. App. P. 12B(f). 
142 M.R. App. P. 12B(a). 
143 M.R. App. P. 12B(b). 
144 M.R. App. P. 12B(c). 
145 M.R. App. P. 12B(d). 
146 M.R. App. P. 12B(e). 
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discuss the decision. Whether the discussion takes place in person or over the 
phone, the attorney should follow-up with a letter to the client detailing the 
discussion, any possible next steps, and/or any decisions made during the 
discussion. This is essential because it not only provides a written record of the 
meeting/discussion for the client’s file, but also because it provides the juvenile 
client with a physical, written reminder of the content of the discussion. Providing 
a juvenile client with such a reference is vital as the juvenile may not retain the 
entirety of the conversation due to the emotional, and often stressful, nature of the 
appeals process – even if the Court has decided in the juvenile’s favor. 
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Chapter 8 
After the Decision 
 
Depending on the Law Court’s decision, there may be several possible next 
steps to the appeal.  
Win on Appeal 
If the juvenile has won, the Law court will typically remand the case to the 
juvenile court for “further proceedings,” which may include a new trial, release, a 
reduction in the sentence or disposition, or other similar remedies.147 In such cases, 
the attorney should advise the juvenile client as to whether he or she will have to 
return to court and when, and what the juvenile client should be prepared for at that 
time. This conversation should take place in person and be followed by a detailed 
letter recounting the conversation. If an in-person meeting is not feasible, the 
conversation should be held via an attorney-client phone call. In this case, the 
attorney should still follow-up the conversation with a detailed letter recounting the 
conversation, as discussed in Chapter 7.  
 
                                                 
147 15 M.R.S. § 3405. “Review on all appeals from juvenile court to the Supreme Judicial Court is for 
errors of law or abuses of discretion. The Supreme Judicial Court may affirm, reverse or modify any order 
of the juvenile court or remand for further proceedings. The Supreme Judicial Court may enter a new 
order of disposition if it finds that the juvenile court's disposition was an abuse of discretion.” Id.  
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Loss on Appeal 
If the juvenile client has lost, there may be several ways to continue to seek 
review.  
Motion for Reconsideration 
If the attorney believes the Law Court should reconsider its decision, 
particularly where the opinion or order reflects that the Court was mistaken about 
certain facts, clearly misunderstood the juvenile’s arguments, or overlooked key 
points or arguments in the juvenile’s brief, that attorney may choose to file a 
Motion for Reconsideration.148 The option to file a Motion for Reconsideration is 
open to all parties to the appeal, so the attorney representing the juvenile client 
should be prepared for the possibility of such a motion from another party if the 
juvenile has won on appeal.  
If a party chooses to file a Motion for Reconsideration, they must do so 
within fourteen (14) days of the date of the Law Court’s decision.149 A Motion for 
Reconsideration must lay out specific facts and/or points of law the filing party 
believes the Court “overlooked or misapprehended” and provide arguments to 
support every assertion.150 Motions for Reconsideration can only be granted by a 
                                                 
148 M.R. App. P. 14(b)(1). 
149 Id. It is important to note that a Motion for Reconsideration must comport with the requirements set 
forth for all motions filed with the Law Court. Id.; M.R. App. P. 9(f).  
150 M.R. App. P. 14(b)(1). 
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Justice who considered the case and concurred with the majority decision.151 
Thus, an attorney should be cognizant of the character and viewpoints of each 
Justice in the majority, and tailor the motion appropriately. Taking the time to craft 
a motion in this manner may increase the likelihood the Law Court will reconsider 
the case. This is an instance where “knowing the Justices” can be extremely 
helpful both to the attorney and the juvenile client.  
If reconsideration is granted, the Court may hear re-argument of the case, or 
make a final disposition without hearing further argument.152 If the Court 
determines that a Motion for Reconsideration is frivolous or repetitive, it may 
impose sanctions on the filing party.153 Therefore, an attorney should contemplate 
the merits of such a motion, and the possible outcomes, including any possible 
consequences of filing a motion. After such consideration, the attorney should 
discuss everything with the juvenile client before a making the final decision to file 
a motion for reconsideration. Given the short time period in which a Motion for 
Reconsideration must be filed, attorneys must contemplate the merits of such a 
motion and discuss the possibility of filing such a motion with the juvenile client 
even before the Law Court issues a decision. 
Attorneys should keep in mind that, even if they see good cause and wish to 
                                                 
151 M.R. App. P. 14(b)(2). 
152 M.R. App. P. 14(b)(3).  
153 Id.; M.R. App. P. 12B(e). 
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file a motion for reconsideration, the final decision to continue with the appeals 
process rests with the juvenile client. If the juvenile client has been fully informed 
of his or her options and chooses not to pursue reconsideration, the attorney must 
respect that decision and act accordingly, regardless of his or her own opinion or 
desire to continue the appeals process.  
Finally, attorneys should be aware that the Law Court may suspend the 
requirements or provisions of any of the Maine Rules of Appellate Procedure154 in 
the interest of expediting the appeal, or for other good cause.155 If an attorney 
wishes to file a Motion for Reconsideration on behalf of his or her client, and 
believes there is good cause for the suspension of the rules, he or she must request 
a suspension of the rules in the motion and provide an argument that good cause to 
suspend exists in the case.156 The Law Court may also suspend the rules upon its 
own motion.157  
Motion for a Stay of Execution and Release 
If the juvenile client is incarcerated and appealing his or her sentence, then 
the appellate attorney may consider filing a Motion for a Stay of Execution and 
Release.158 The Maine Juvenile Code allows for such motions in limited 
                                                 
154 M.R. App. P. 14(c). The only rules that cannot be suspended are M. R. App. P. 2, 14(b). Id.  
155 Id.  
156 Id. 
157 Id.  
158 15 M.R.S. § 3402(4) (2015); M.R.U. Crim. P. 38, 75A. 
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circumstances. A stay of execution and release may only be requested if the appeal 
addressed the following: 
1. “An adjudication, as long as the appeal is taken after an order of disposition; 
and,  
2. An order of disposition, or of any subsequent order modifying disposition, 
for an abuse of discretion.”159 
Although such motions are not frequently granted, they are appropriate whenever 
the attorney believes that the issues on appeal are meritorious and that a successful 
result on appeal likely will result in the client’s release, a sharply reduced sentence, 
or a sentence that does not include incarceration.  
Post-Conviction Review 
 Absent reconsideration by the Law Court, the juvenile client still has the 
option to file for post-conviction review. Post-conviction review is not provided to 
petitioners as a right, although it is provided to the State as a right.160 The Law 
Court has jurisdiction over most applications for post-conviction review of final 
judgments,161 and in juvenile cases the petitioner may file for post-conviction 
review while a direct appeal is pending.162 
                                                 
159 15 M.R.S. §§ 3402(1)(A-B) (2015); § 3402(4).   
160 15 M.R.S. § 2131 (2015) .  
161As long as the final judgment meets the requirements of § 2130. Id. Otherwise, the Superior Court has 
jurisdiction. See 15 M.R.S. § 2123(1-A) (2015).  
162 15 M.R.S. § 2126 (2015). 
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The procedure for filing for post-conviction review is governed both by 
statute and the Maine Rules of Unified Criminal Procedure.163 However, the 
specific requirements that must be met for a Petition for Post-Conviction Review 
to be considered by the Court are governed by statute alone.164  
If an attorney wishes to file for post-conviction review, he or she must use 
the Judicial Branch’s Petition for Post-Conviction Review.165 Each petition may 
only claim for review “one or more criminal judgments arising from a single trial 
or single proceeding, for the entry of one or more pleas of guilty or nolo contendre, 
or of a single post-sentencing proceeding.”166 Petitioners have one (1) year after a 
final judgment is rendered to file a Petition for Post-Conviction Review.167 If post-
conviction review is sought, attorneys must be aware of the following: 
Errors at the trial that have been or could have been raised on a direct 
appeal, whether or not such an appeal was taken, may not be raised in 
an action for post-conviction review under this chapter, except that if 
the failure of the convicted or adjudicated person to take an appeal or 
to raise certain issues on appeal is excusable and the errors not appealed 
may result in reversal of the criminal judgment. . . .168 
 
                                                 
163 15 M.R.S. ch. 305-A (2015); M.R.U. Crim. P. 65-75A.  
164 15 M.R.S. §§ 2124-2131 (2015). 
165 15 M.R.S. § 2129(5) (2015); M.R.U. Crim. P. 67(a). A copy of the Court approved petition can be 
found at the end of this chapter or on the Judicial Branch website at: 
http://www.courts.maine.gov/fees_forms/forms/. Note: The form provided by the Court has not been 
updated since 2013, and therefore is out of date in regards to present law. As this is the only form that is 
available to file for post-conviction review, it must be used regardless of the fact it is not updated.  
166 M.R.U. Crim. P. 67(b). See also 15 M.R.S. § 2124(2) (2015).  
167 15 M.R.S. § 2128-B (2015). This subsection lays out requirements for filing a Petition for Post-
Conviction Review in three separate circumstances. Review this statute carefully prior to filing.  
168 15 M.R.S. § 2128(1) (2015). There are other conditions under which the availability for post-
conviction review are considered waived. See 15 M.R.S. § 2128(3) (2015); § 2128(4).  
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Under these circumstances, the Court will not consider the opportunity for post-
conviction review waived.169 It is important to note an explicit exception to waiver; 
the assertion of a right under the Constitution of the United States cannot be 
waived if that right would not be considered waived in a federal habeas corpus 
proceeding brought by the petitioner.170  
 The requirements and procedures that govern post-conviction review are 
extensive, and any attorney who believes that post-conviction review can be 
appropriately sought must familiarize themselves with the extent of the statutes and 
rules before presenting post-conviction review as an option to the juvenile client.171 
Attorneys with little or no experience with post-conviction review should seek the 
counsel of an experienced attorney who can advise them on the complexities of 
post-conviction review. Doing so will ultimately benefit both the attorney and the 
juvenile client. Any attorney who has represented the juvenile, either in the 
juvenile court or before the Law Court may not represent the juvenile in post-
conviction proceedings; new counsel is required. 
 
                                                 
169 15 M.R.S. § 2128 (2015) (flush language). 
170 15 M.R.S. § 2128-A (2015).  
171 15 M.R.S. ch. 305-A (2015); M.R.U. Crim. P. 65-75A. 
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Chapter 9 
Appealing a Deferred Disposition 
 As discussed throughout this handbook, the Supreme Judicial Court, sitting 
as the Law Court, has jurisdiction over juvenile appeals.172 Until recently, the Law 
Court did not have jurisdiction to hear appeals of deferred dispositions. The 
Legislature recently amended the Maine Juvenile Code to give the Law Court 
jurisdiction over all juvenile appeals, including those dealing with deferred 
dispositions.173  
In general, a juvenile may not seek to “attack the legality” of a deferred 
disposition, except in cases where the court determines that the juvenile has 
“inexcusably failed to comply with a court-imposed deferment requirement and 
thereafter has had imposed a dispositional alternative authorized for the juvenile 
crime.”174 In such cases, the availability of an appeal is discretionary, and not as of 
right.175  
                                                 
172 15 M.R.S. § 3401(1) (2015).  
173 15 M.R.S. § 3311-D (2015), as amended by LD 1575, Technical Corrections (127th Legis. 2016).  
174 Id. (emphasis added). “A juvenile is precluded from seeking to attack the legality of a deferred 
disposition, including a final disposition, except that a juvenile who has been determined by a court to 
have inexcusably failed to comply with a court-imposed deferment requirement and thereafter has had 
imposed a dispositional alternative authorized for the juvenile crime may appeal to the Supreme Judicial 
Court, but not as of right. The time for taking the appeal and the manner and any conditions for the taking 
of the appeal are as the Supreme Judicial Court provides by rule.” Id.  
175 Id.  
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Chapter 10 
Summary 
 Although juvenile clients and attorneys would prefer not to think of the 
possibility of having to appeal an adjudication or disposition, an attorney should be 
mindful of this possibility from the inception of representation, and tailor his or her 
actions in pretrial, trial, and post-trial proceedings accordingly. To that end, 
attorneys should make every effort to ensure that the record is clear and complete, 
and communicate with juvenile clients regarding decisions that may affect the 
juvenile client’s chances on appeal. To this end, attorneys should make all efforts 
to ensure that any and all hearings conform to the expectations of an adult bench 
trial, including the formal examination of witnesses and the entry of physical 
evidence. Although it may be the practice in some juvenile courts to have hearing 
proceed in an informal manner, there is too great a risk that the record will not 
accurately capture the proceeding in the juvenile court or that issues may not be 
properly preserved for appeal. 
Whether or not the juvenile defense attorney represents the client on appeal, 
the defense attorney should be familiar with any and all potential issues for appeal 
and the rules governing the appeals process. Ultimately, the decision of whether to 
appeal rests with the juvenile client.  However, given the complicated nature of this 
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decision, it is helpful if attorneys inform their juvenile clients generally about the 
appeal process early in the representation.  Doing so will provide juveniles enough 
time to better understand the benefits of appeals, and make the best decision 
possible if they receive an unfavorable ruling in their case.  
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Chapter 11 
An Aid for Keeping Your Appeal on Track 
Case Name(s): _____________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
Docket Number(s): __________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
Client & Related Parties: ______________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
ADA & Other Related Parties: _________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
Date of Final Judgment: ___________________________________ 
 
Order of Final Judgment: ____________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
Judge: ____________________________________________________________ 
 
Date of Conversation with Juvenile re: Right to Appeal & Next Steps: 
____________________________ 
 
Does the Juvenile want to Appeal: YES NO 
If No, Reason: ______________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
Do any of the Authorized Parties want to Appeal:  YES NO 
If Yes, Who: _______________________________________________________ 
 
 
IF MOVING FORWARD WITH AN APPEAL, UTILIZE THE FOLLOWING CHART, 
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OR ONE OF YOR OWN CREATION, TO KEEP TRACK OF THE TIMELINE 
 
Document Due Date Filed On Received On By Who 
Notice to Juvenile of 
Right to Appeal 
   Juvenile Court 
Clerk 
Notice to Parents, et. 
al., of Right to 
Appeal 
   Juvenile Court 
Clerk 
Notice of Appeal     
Transcript Order     
Motion for Transcript 
to be Paid by Court 
    
Affidavit & Motion 
for Waiver of Fees 
    
Written Notice of 
Docketing 
   
Clerk of the Law 
Court 
Appellant Brief     
Appellee Brief     
Reply Brief     
Amici Brief(s)     
Notice of Oral 
Argument 
   
Clerk of the Law 
Court 
Law Court Decision    Law Court 
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Appendix A: Court Forms 
1. Notice to Juvenile of Right to Appeal to the Law Court (completed by the 
court) 
2. Notice to Parent, Guardian, or Legal Custodian of Right to Appeal to the Law 
Court (completed by the court) 
3.  Notice of Appeal to the Law Court (completed by attorney) 
4. Transcript and Audio Order Form (completed by attorney) 
5. Motion for Transcript at State Expense (completed by attorney) 
6. Preliminary Motion for Assignment of Counsel, Affidavit and Release 
(completed by attorney) 
7. Petition for Post-Conviction Review (completed by client or new counsel) 
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